COFFEE QUEEN

CQUBE EVO

IN CUP QUALITY

THE USER INTERFACE LUNA

FORM & FUNCTION

INTEGRATED WATER FILTER

CQube EVO has been designed to
maximize your coffee experience.
All parts of the brewing process
can be adjusted individually to exact specifications. This will ensure
the optimum taste and aroma
of the coffee. The result will be
a perfect cup of coffee, every time.

You can control everything from
brewing time and recipe to cleaning
and machine care in the user interface. It’s intuitive and you can easily
customize the interface’s design to
create a unique feeling and coffee
experience.

EVO is made of high quality
material that is not only nice to
touch but also visually emphasizes
the machine’s finer qualities. The
material selection has been made
to address all your senses with a
focus on functionality, hygiene and
durability.

Great coffee starts with fresh and
clean water. To ensure that you
get the most of each drink, a high
quality water filter is an absolute
must. Each EVO unit is delivered
with a high quality water filter
integrated into the machine or the
base cabinet.

www.creminternational.com

2kg bean hopper (MF13)

Serviceability

Extension kit bean hopper (option)
Professional-grade grinder

Design and materials

Filter coffee brewing unit for
premium in cup quality

Illuminated front

Luna user interface appearance
package and storytelling

Cup sensors (option)

Jug function

Customizable recipe bank

Integrated water filter

Adjustable cup stands

Still & sparkling water (option)

Removable driptray
Condiment shelf &
cup dispenser (option)

Base Cabinet (option)

1042330

EVO MF13 VIT

SPECIFICATIONS
MODULE

1042430

MODULE (approx.)

1

Built-in grinder
Ingredient canisters

EVO MF13 SSW VIT

CANISTER AND WASTE CAPACITY
EVO MF13

Bean hopper

1042530

EVO MF13 SW VIT

EK21

MF13

Bean hopper

2kg / 5L

Extension kit bean hopper (option)

2kg / 5L

3

Coffee

N/A

Drink menu

Up to 48

Topping

1.1kg / 2L

Recipe bank

Unlimited

Chocolate

1.5kg / 2L
0.4kg / 2L

Adjustable taste settings

Yes

Espresso

Jug function

Yes

Cleaning container

Indicator for refill coffee

Yes

Drip Tray

1.7L

Indicator for refill ingredients

Yes

Waste bin

9L / 2kg waste

Adjustable cup height

Yes

Base cabinet waste bin

25L / 6kg waste

Electronic temperature control

Yes

Intelligent energy save mode

Yes

5L

DIMENSIONS EVO

Base cabinet (Only in black)

Optional

MODULE

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

Cup dispenser

Optional

EVO

884mm

420mm

570mm

Extension kit bean hopper

Optional

Base Cabinet (Only in black)

802mm

420mm

470mm

Cup Sensor

Optional

Condiment shelf

Optional

CO2 (SSW)

Optional

MODULE

STANDARD

SW

SSW

Built-In cold water unit

Optional

MF13

68.5kg

83.4kg

68.5kg

Base Cabinet (Only in black)

27.3kg

27.3kg

46.1kg

MODULE

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

EVO

1060mm

470mm

660mm

Base Cabinet (Only in black)

1060mm

470mm

660mm

CO2 (SSW) capacity
CO2 (SSW) power req.
Built-In water filter*
Power supply
Cold water connection
Water tank volume
Noise level (While brewing)

WEIGHT EVO

24 L/Hour
170W
Standard

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

220-230VAC, 50/60Hz, 2200W
½” External thread
4.5L
68 dB(A)

*All SW models will be delivered with an external water filter.

Svanen is the Nordic Ecolabel. The purpose is to provide Nordic
consumers and companies with a good tool for choosing products and
services that meet strict environmental requirements.
CQube EVO is approved for use in a Svanen-labeled coffee service.

Coffee Queen

CQube EVO

95% Recyclable
Total energy consumption
Measured at
~ no. of cups in ml
Energy consumption in Idle Mode:

131 wh/L
30 L/24h
196 cups of 153 ml
1296 wh/24h

